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Abstract
Communist Containment policy implemented by the United States of America to be the recipient of the behavior and methods carefully reviews and consider the size and nature should be noted, indicating the nature of the host against the enemy’s morale. United States after the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991 unipolar world dominated by the ruling in such an atmosphere, the slightest irregularity, opposed and sought eliminate or neutralize an opponent's movement. Iran's Islamic Revolution can be understood that the bipolar motor then challenged and unipolar post-Soviet space, making it difficult, so that the United States government to prevent the movement of this magnitude were ideologically, by resorting to methods in the 1960s and 1990s, the Soviet Union imposed on them. The inhibition of the Islamic Republic of Iran as an actor the interests of the United States of America to the sensitive region of South West Asia jeopardized the agenda. And at the present time against the Islamic Republic of Iran, these methods to identify and analyze and specify the dimensions and angles.
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Introduction
After the end of World War II and the division of the spoils among the Allies, the world was on the verge of a new order. Among the countries involved in the war the United States was only the bombing and destruction of the tragic life of the slave. (i) United States of America measures to prevent Communist influence were so widespread that it has four branches of the military, economic, political and cultural fit. In an all-out offensive against the Soviet Union was started by America. America and the Soviet Union during the Cold War hostility known you can use this type of action and interaction, a great sight. The United States policy in this area is known to block the influence of Communist policy. This policy encompasses the majority of America is against the Soviet Union. In the midst of the Cold War, the United States of America is one of the most important the most sensitive bases in South West Asia by the Islamic Revolution in Iran loses a massive defeat for America was very expensive, because both sensitive and strategic area in the southern borders of the Soviet Union and the face of the world will be damaged. Therefore, it can be stated that new enemies for massive profits in South West Asia and America was illegitimate, an enemy that made it different from the other enemies. However, the United States of America with the Iranian people had suffered and the reason for his actions in the first place it was to destroy the emerging evolution and if not, it tries to avoid the issue. America was the world’s hostility to the Soviet Union claim that the Islamic Revolution jeopardized America regional programs.

Military method of America
Counterrevolutionaries and supporting secessionist
Typically, each revolution and opponents for this purpose, the opponents are trying to divert the path of the revolution and achieve their goals. At the beginning of the Russian Revolution of October 1917, a number of anti-revolutionaries sought external support failed to make the
revolution. He therefore turned to the opposition and armed conflict. These groups were known White Army. D highlighted the role of foreign enemies of the Soviet role and influence was such that after the arrival of the new Soviet government in Russia and its affiliates and formed the USSR, capitalist countries and global marauders led by America and Britain began plotting against the new government. America, England, France and other allies in Europe flood aid and military counter-revolution against the monarchy and supporters of the old regime and they were forced to fight with the new government. America and Britain even hired mercenaries and dispatch terrorists tried Bolsheviks came to power in the new government to be open. (2) One of the acts of the enemies of the Soviet Union, especially the United States, to encourage people to fight against the emerging socialist revolution, was a sectarian conflict. In America the blowing of ethnic and tribal divisions that aimed perhaps this way undermined the Soviet Union and its government. At the beginning of the Islamic Revolution to fight gangs arose and sought to destroy the revolution. The opposition mainly in the areas provided that the ethnic, cultural and language differences with the center. Opponents to the difference between the considerations received for the fire. United States of America and its Western allies decided to foment ethnic-religious differences, create an obstacle to the revolution. The day’s condition was critical and complex conditions. So that with the help of local agents and unwavering support of foreigners, especially United States of America, had caused in most parts of the country bordering on the pretext of self-government riots. In America with the heads of the tribes seek to stimulate the decomposition of Iran. Here is what the drafters of America to topple the Islamic Revolution of Iran are playing a role. In one of America’s spy nest document reads: "In Europe we have many contacts with Iranian exiles are mandatory no traces remain which show that America’s government is going to interfere in Iran's internal processes or a group that works against the new government’s plan to kill.” (3) One of the most important groups that are supported by the United States of America, Department of MEK. The group, the Islamic apparent among young people and crept, evil acts against his regime; Among the actions that can affect the character assassination, street riots, armed with the support of the overthrow of the Islamic Republic of Iran.

Military and Security belts
After the United States of America were discouraged from internal factors and their puppet. Adopted new ways deal with your enemies. One of the ways military encirclement - is their security. After the first quarter of the pre-empting of the United States of America on 20 of his defeat of the Soviet Union, the Soviet Union in 1949 because of the access to the atomic bomb, the calculation of the nuclear attack on the Soviet Union to America for the first decade of his time, that is why the United States sought to warm the cold war became. The program America of time is the Soviet military blockade using bases in Western Europe, Central Asia and South-West Asia. The ultimate goal is the destruction of the only power left in the world that would block all aspects of America’s domination of the world. (4) United States of America decided to bring the dangerous enemy in the name of Soviet military bases around the station. United States of America decided to bring the dangerous enemy in the name of Soviet military bases around the station. It seems that Washington had long ago come to the conclusion that the non-Communist world on track to be the enemy of the Soviet Union. It is based on this assumption as long as Western Europe and Asia with a focus on Japan is Soviet Union as a threat their more or less the bow Washington’s orders. Heyman seemed to annoy the United States of America, Western Europe, to establish a military alliance against the Soviet Union turns to protect its eastern border. North Treaty Organization called the "NATO" in 1949. America’s European allies to maintain the security of Western Europe and the development of Soviet influence in Eastern Europe and Central Europe came into existence; to cope with the growing influence of the Soviet Union and the Marxist movement. The Soviet defense strategy control America through NATO in the area of Western Europe.
After the Islamic Revolution in Iran, the United States and its presence in the Persian Gulf region is of dodge-work. United States of America with a strong presence in the Persian Gulf sought to prevent the issuance of the Islamic Revolution in Iran in the Persian Gulf countries is marginal. The United States of America, in addition to the above mentioned reasons for energy security and energy security of the Persian Gulf region, too. It is true that the United States currently imports more oil from Canada, Mexico, Latin America and Africa providing appeared in direct dependence on Persian Gulf oil is not much, but reflecting the position of the United States and the leading role in the international capitalist system and the position of the Persian Gulf in energy and its reserves, the United States excessive dependence on energy resources we realized Persian Gulf. (5) Now the United States of America, Turkey, Iraq, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, the United Arabic Emirates, Oman, Pakistan, Afghanistan and Kyrgyzstan military base. She looked around with a map of Iran and the United States military bases remember the security belt around the United States during the Cold War, the fall of the Soviet Union.

**War of attrition**

Another military measures to contain the Soviet Union, United States of America Islamic Republic of Iran and their involvement in the war. In America it has several goals that perhaps the most important of them was weakening and disintegration of the country. United States of America as to deceive the public, with its peaceful policy of the Soviet Union agreed to show in 1978 he tried to overthrow the government, puppet state in the country to bring and the southern Soviet Union to establish a regime hostile enemy. Americans had established a large plot with ties to ethnic Uzbeks and Afghanistan and Tajikistan, Uzbekistan and Tajikistan in the Republic of the Union of Soviet Republics and disruption and serious challenges facing the Soviets. (6).Following the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan National Security Advisor Zbigniew Brzezinski, Carter's presidency America in the tub (President of Democratic America) later said in an interview: "When the news of the departure of Soviet troops in Afghanistan " jumped into the air and shout for joy, all in the White House sigh with delight. Jimmy (Carter) said, be happy. Soviet trapped in the trap that we had left him. "(7) However, the collapse of the Soviet Union into such a trap was marked fields. On the other hand, both the Taliban and al-Qaeda continued to track and extremism that did that later problems to the world, and the United States helped to provide a pretext for intervention. It’s time for the United States of America was drawn map of the sexes; this means the United States of America in its war with Iran did not hide behind the curtain. America to deal with Iran's sword from the dead and practical and specific actions performed. One of the measures taken by the United States before the war in Iraq to attack Iran are willing to do, improve relations with this country. Also Brzezinski, National Security Advisor to President Carter, right, in April 1970, concurrent with the severance of diplomatic relations with the United States of America welcomes the development of relations between Iraq and adds: "We are in the interests of both America and Iraq, we see fundamental differences so do not need to keep the hostile relations between the two countries "(8) Although the United States has played a key role in stimulating Iraq and Iraq's invasion of America was done with satisfaction, however, after the Iran-Iraq war, America than it had declared neutrality. But later it was found, despite the fact the information and America has a lot of weapons to Iraq. (9)

**America's economic measures**

**Oil prices reduction**

Americans believed that economic constraints can interfere in the internal affairs of the Soviet Union entered and the increased pressure from within. Attack the weaknesses of the Soviet economy was on America's strategy. In the United States the purpose of economic and financial measures to the Soviet Union was a sharp decline in foreign exchange earnings because the reduction of budget revenues and foreign policy of the Soviet Union restricted. The sharp increase in oil supply led by Saudi oil price exceeds $30 per barrel in November 1985 was in March 1986 and will fall to $12 per barrel the Soviet tens of billions of dollars in
annual revenues, which at that point was lost when need be. (10) Economic policies of the United States of America against the Soviet Union there were little and showed that the Soviet economic system because of poor structure is susceptible to these pressures.

**International pressure**

America to pressure the Soviet economy to international organizations like the World Bank, And ordered the IMF loan to the Soviet Union is prohibited and if they have received a loan with a higher interest and repayment is premature. Another option is indirect and subtle pressure on the Soviet Union and its economy will be an arms race. One of the most important components of the Cold War arms race it means investing billions of dollars in military affairs, the capital where a special moment for the faltering economy of the Soviet Union played a crucial role. And regardless of the outcome of military affairs, but did not rise to deterioration of the Soviet economy. At the end of the Cold War and despite Gorbachev’s reforms, the Soviet army which will consume 25 percent of GDP United States of America invaded Afghanistan after the Soviet Union dealt a second blow and Jimmy Carter signed a decree, issued any type of advanced technology for food and grains of wheat to the Soviet Union. (11)

**Iran and sanctions**

The sanctions against the Islamic Republic of Iran after US diplomat’s hostage incident took place in 1979, United States of America Embassy hostage in return seeking $ 12 billion in assets confiscated by the government and Americans were also enacted a law which was used except in cases such as small gifts, food, some carpets, etc., from entering the United States to be discouraged Iranian products. In fact, it can be stated that the United States from birth began his tyrannical Islamic Revolution in Iran sanctions and continues to work in or on which they are added or renewed. Economic sanctions can be seen as a central pillar of containment of Iran by the United States. Economic pressure on Iran that America has stops selling gas to Europe and even India and Pakistan. In fact, avoid making any economic ties to boost economic growth, and out of the economic problems in America’s foreign policy agenda. (12)

**Nuclear sanctions**

Before the Islamic Revolution of Iran to acquire nuclear powers were encouraging and major contracts were signed with the government side, but after the Islamic Revolution in violation of the Non-Proliferation Treaty and the proliferation of nuclear weapons is not only withhold their contributions to the Islamic Republic but to follow the Islamic Republic to achieve peaceful nuclear energy, the International Atomic Energy Agency for Iran lawsuits brought and contrary to all rules of international case referred to the UN Security Council. Iran officially announced in the fall of 2002 on access to nuclear technology with push America, Agency and Europe, and from this date onwards actually began the process of interaction with the agency, and in the course of the reaction was confronted several times, sometimes to the detriment of the interests of Iran had ended. (13) Now the economic impact of the West on Iran continues and the foreign policy of the Islamic Republic of Iran is still engaged in solving such problems.

**Cultural - Political America**

**United States of America against the Soviet invasion of cultural**

Media Empire in the West, particularly the United States, America given the tools needed every day to look for damage and insult to the Soviet Union. They inverted the facts and falsify it, the war against the Soviet Union began a massive media, in these days of America’s intelligence agencies and the British defeated the spread of propaganda against the Soviet and anti-Soviet radio and television programs are broadcast 24 hours ideological destruction and newspapers and magazines to publish anti-Soviet world from communism to panic dumped. They claim that the West was promised heaven and hell, the Soviet Union, in religious books. (14) The impact of these programs on the Soviet political system was excellent, Soviet researchers concluded that 20 to 30 percent of the population and perhaps most of all sources of information to validate the legitimacy of the Soviet Union and the ideological system
doubts. (15) The United States has the capacity to undermine and destroy the Soviet Union. In this case Professor Hamid Molana article states that: "West (America) tries to judge the world through their leaders based standards acceptable to Western culture as politicians, so Western values are chosen to assume the authority of the people who come to power is crucial."(16) During the Cold War the United States in general, cultural, psychological, media and used against the Soviet Union. America to launch the war was followed by the media: the evil face of Soviet show the spirit of the Soviet people to change their regime, change the world’s view of the Soviet Union, strengthening the military - the economy.

**Iran and America's cultural-political pressures**

According to many scholars, the Islamic Revolution Cultural Revolution is one of the characteristics that are much more dangerous than other revolutions in the manner of Margaret Thatcher, former British Prime Minister - forecast threats by Islamic Revolution Literature "cultural superpower", it is stated that: "We are not afraid of the Soviet military weapons, because we are armed with modern weapons but fear of the Islamic Revolution of Iran Islamic culture." (17) Accordingly, after the revolution with such a cultural dimension through the cultural invasion, in fact, after the experience of the West, especially the United States of America, and the economy is concluded Iran should be the way to deal with the cultural, so after the war to expand its political and cultural action and thereby sought to undermine the foundations of the Islamic Republic of Iran and eventually led to the collapse of the Islamic Republic of Iran. Other programs that portray the Islamic Republic of Iran are inefficient, in fact, the scope of its extensive publicity and seek the de-legitimization of the regime and the return of their youth. With the launch of the satellite network of thousands of Americans are looking to lifestyle, Iran - Iranian Islamic decimal change and replaced it with the American way of life. They promote consumerism fashion is also seeking to young people and their culture tends to make the land. They constantly with new media tools and satellite Internet and the culture and tradition of this country work. The psychological war - propaganda is still ongoing, and aim at nothing but regret the Iranian people is not the way to choose. Some of the topics that the media agenda include charges of terrorism and Iran's support of terrorism, with nuclear weapons, alleged human rights violations, alleging lack of effective government and the supreme leader, charged with causing damage in the Middle East peace process, Iran accused of being a threat to countries in the Middle East and Persian Gulf. (18) Another category of Iran's human rights instruments. In fact, Americans are using this tactic to be followed to portray Iran as a country of human rights. As a result, it can be concluded that Iran, like the Soviet Union of psychological warfare - Advertising West led by America is not immune and constantly to Iran, the media and the political atmosphere is done by them.

**Conclusion**

Strategies used during the Cold War against the Soviet Union in the Islamic Republic of Iran have been applied literally. United States of America as the former method used against Iran with a little more change and complexity. The turmoil of the revolution, the war imposed on Iran by Iraq's entry into the war, the oppressive economic and financial sanctions, political pressure, to cultural invasion. The United States, although in some cases caused by pressure on the Islamic Republic of Iran but never make behavioral changes in the policies of the Islamic Republic. Although the work was the policies of the Soviet Union. The United States used the same methods, but with the difference that in some ways because of the progress of technology, type and how its implementation is quite different from that example would be the development of satellite internet and military espionage, the velvet revolutions mentioned. In fact, it can be stated that the United States of America to rein in Iran and ultimately overthrow the path component of the strategies and policies during the Cold War was they believed that it was the policies and actions that led to the collapse of the Soviet Union, so if we use the same way against Islamic Iran, Islamic Republic of Iran will go away
eventually. But despite their propensity to destroy a people and a country, there are other components which is hidden from view, components such as internal coherence, unity, strategic location and ... but it must be assumed that the Soviet Union was not solely because of the actions and behaviors, United States other factors go hand in hand because they happen to have emerged. But the Islamic Republic of Iran story as another figure. In the event that, despite all the efforts of the United States and its allies bring Iran to its knees and inhibition of any of the programs they have not reached the desired effect. Bring up this issue does not mean that these measures had any impact on the Islamic Republic of Iran. No, it means that America plans to strike Iran Sets and for that purpose rises; however, the implementation of the program hopes to achieve predetermined goals, but if they did not achieve their goals indicate that in itself does not result in the plan.
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